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ABSTRACT One phase of the Ocean Measurement Sensors
Project at NORDA has been tile evaluation of XDPs.

Interaction between the oceanic vertical shear In November, 1984, 12 XDPs were deployed during the
field and the natural response of a recently TROPIC HEAT cruise of the University of Washington
developed expendable dissipation profiler (XDP) Applied Physics Laboratory. Each of the XDPs was
causes errors to be introduced in small scale dropped immediately after U/APL had completed an
velocity measurements. A numerical model was AMP (Advanced Hicrostructure Profiler) drop.
developed to study this problem and two sources of
errors were determined, the primary source being The AMP (Gregg, 1982) has two airfoil
the shear induced torques at the instrument length turbulence probes in its sensor suite. The AMP
scale. . vehicle is longer and more massive than the XDP

vehicle and is expected to provide a much more
stable platform from which to measure turbulent

1. INTRODUCTION velocity fluctuations. This is confirmed by the
excellent agreement with the Nasmyth spectral form

The direct measurement of the dissipation rate (Oakey, 1983) for the observed level of dissipation
of small scale turbulence has long been a goal of (obtained from integrating the shear spectrum).
oceanographers, but has become feasible only in (
recent years with the development of probes capable when the records from both instruments were
of measuring shears on subcentimeter scales. The compared, the XDP shoed much larger apparent
primary sensor for this type of measurement is the dissipation rates than those obtained from the AMP.
air-foil shear probe, initially developed by Ribner The XDP spectra often .ere found to have unexpected
and Siddon (1969, cited in Osborne and Crawford, peaks in I to 10 cpm vavenumber range and an excess
1978) and subsequently improved for water operation of variance at high wavenumbers over the Nasmyth
by Osborne and Crawford (1978). spectra foi the same integrated shear variance. A

typical spectrum of the XDP shear data isThe airfoil probe operates on the principle il~ustrated in figure 1.

that an ogive, passing at constant velocity though in
a flow field with shear at right angles to its If the XDP is to be used as a reliable
notion, will experience a lift forcc which is a instrument for turbulence measurements. the cause
function of the shear field and its velocity. If of the differences between the AMP and XDF
the ogive is elastic, it will deform in a manner measurements must be located and corrected. Because
nearly proportional to that lift force. The actual

probes are constructed by mounting a beam some of the peaks occurred in the 1 to 10 cpm band,
of piezoelectric material in a silicone rubber we suspected that the background shear field might
ogive that is mounted on the end of a long " s ti ng" be amplified by the natural modes of oscillation of
ogate thafrot iou n the end othe XDP vehicle at scales near the vehicle length.
at the front of the vehicle.

It is difficult and expensive to design and
The silicone rubber is compliant and imparts conduct an experiment to measure the amplification

any deformation to the beam, the electrical output of the actual shear field in the ocean by an XDF. A
of which is amplified and filtered by the circuitry numerical simulation offers a simpler means of
in the vehicle. The data may be stored internally testing this hypothesis and provides additional
in the vehicle as in the Camel (Osborn, 1977); or information that could not be obtained as regards .%
they may be sent to the surface via a direct data the mechanics of the XDP vehicle without a najer
link as in the Advanced Microstructure Profiler engineering effort.
(AMP) (Gregg, 1982) or the expendable dissipation ef
profiler (XDP). 2. METHtOD

Tne XDP was designed and built by Lueck and
Osborn (1983) as a relatively inexpensive The basic method followed it performing this
expendable probe to measure dissipation from a simulation is to model the motion of an XDP vehicle,
moving vessel. The basic design of the vehicle is by applying Newton's third la, in ! -, , degiees ot
similar to the well-known XKT, with certain ti anslat ion and one of iota nt, o che XDi body.
differences that vere introduced to reduce the The major problem in simtlati g the rotion of the
mechanical vibration of the instrument, vehiclv i to obtain a good toptesentation of the
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Figure 1. Spectrum of XDP ,hear data obtained
during the Tropic Heat c-,:ise of November, 1984.
The data used for t: zs speltr-um I;ere from record Figue 2. Coor finate system for XOIf vehicle. The
XDPTHO1C, data poin -t E ' 3i, using Hanning angle i is t;,een positive 'n the counterclock,..ise
idoving and 50M overlap. -,e dissipation ate (.as '11se. The origin for t. is the center of gavitv

computed by inte;,'ral nc 'o the cUtOff V'a'.'eLrumb t. ma': 1' ) of the ',.DP vehicle.

Fs. KS, a functCi o' diss *pation rate, ".'as
obtained by iteration. .ht- supertosed curve is the , tati no), and 3) the irside- uut . idring o f rhc -
Nam t h spectrum I r U7 i est imated dissipation Irro :oil.
rate

The physical dimens ions and properties of t',

forcing field: the detaiiue e s.tructure o; ehicle ate summarized i, table 1, along 'ith other*he ocean as a fF.",o < o dpth. oinstants used in the nucterical simulation.

in this model, the vehi0le is constrained I The mass of the vehicle v.as determined by
planar motion. This assumption ''as made both fo 'wei ghing the XDP on a laboratory balance. The

p-n Imoin hsas tinvsmd ohlt oment of inertia vas determ-tined by mounting the
computational simplicity atud ease of interpretation as a iompoun pndulmnd meuring the

of the results. The othe: main assumption was the DP as a compound pendulum and measuring the
value of[ the ,'irtual. - rd momIents of inertia. er- iod (Timoeheno and Young, 1940, p 401). TheThe virtual !as 'ae taken a': the sum of the mo;r'flt of inertia, about the cente of gravity was

vehicle mass and that oI the -ater displaced by the 'mlte, by the usual formula (10c. cit., p 508).

vehicle. The virtu.il 7oent of inertia was taken as
the sum of the vehicle morent of inertia about the 4. DIFPERENT!AL EKlUAI o_

center of gta'.irty and tIh moment ,f inertia of the

displaced water. The coordinate system for the The rmodel different ial -uf at3ons are deri vd

instrument model 's sho-;n :n figure 2. f , nn '-ton's thi1d la-, balaning m ass timet:
aCleterat iou in t hor izontal and vert tial "

3. I!;STFJ 
. 

"
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; tEAPAC E? ISTICS di e(tiouis arnd the angulal momen t um folm of te

hi, d 1 a'.' for totat i on i i he y - i plane. In all
he .,p is ii i ,hape to air XBT. It has th.; :nik. the motion of t'he intrument is assmed

nose .;,er tIon r o'.'ido a eente of grI avII I e)( constrai ned to pr.. l ieane i I). The
- he center ,f h ' as in the XBT, Th, I io d i , .t e s em is i of iN the (X,: 1) plane

li faf i ,. !en-e -!. h e XDP and the XIYT ii takenl p, t i'..e 0i;'>ar 'I '-'o ii : ,i '
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S- . angular velocity ,-TABLE I

- gravitational accceleration - buoyancy bc
acceleration + drag acceleration, Vatiablv Description Ba ,

Value

u = horizontal drag acceleration,
L Angle of XDP vehicle to

gravitational restoring torque the vertical, positive in

shear torque counterclockwise sense

The specific formulation of these accelerations is a Radius of XDP nose 0.025 m %

given as b Buoyancy 1.6 N

-1 _ gL 2 L
Smv  - mg + b - C( a CD Transverse drag 1.0

LD I sina I ) wivlw coefficient

u - v mcLpD L (U(z) - u)IU(z) - ul D Diameter of instrument 0.05 m -

g Acceleration of gravity 9.8 N s
-2

~b),-bI
I  

sin a I Virtual Moment of
v v

Inertia 0.0156 kgm 
2

- 2 &(Co s a Q(x) sin a O( z ) d&,

Iv Ll n Total length of XDP 0.340 m

where LI  Distance CG to nose 0.097 M

0(x) = . CoS a Iu(z.cos a)-uj L2  Distance CG to tail 0.243 m f
IU(z &cos a)-uID( ),

X Distance CG to center of

buoyancy 0.073 m
Q(Z) -0.5 CLoD( v Iv! sin a

0 m Mass of XDP 1.088 kg
av  Virtual Mass 2.176 kg

Background shear field, U(z) 
V

The driving force for this set of differential

equations is provided by the effect of the p Density of Seavater 1025 kIg f

background horizontal velocity field, U(z) exerting 
1

a drag force on the XDP vehicle. The velocity field S(k) Shear Spectrum
was estimated by constructing a depth series of

shear based on the Garget, et al. (1980) model u dorizontal XDP velocity
shear spectrum. The specific spectrum used was
given by:

1 U(z) Background velocity field

0 ' Vertical XDP velocity

C ( 1/Po k < k < k = I m
- I  x Horizontal XDP position

0 (/ 0) 0 1
z Veitical XDP position

Nasmyth Spectrum, k > k

Angular velocity of XDP

2 -4 -2
C (N/No) x 2 x 10 s2/cpm Integration variable

(Distance from center of

N - 1.4 cph . gravity, positive aft) A

00

In the range k > 1 m
- 

, the Nasmyth spectrum The model shear tield was constructed by le %

(Oakey, 1983) was used with a dissipation rate of E taking the square root of the spectrum, multiplying

1 6 W/kg. it by a complex factor expji*(k)j, where #(k) is a

random variable, uniformly distributed over (0,2n).
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An inverse Fourier transform was then applied to figures 3 and 4. Figure 5 presents the horizontal
the resultant function of k to get random phase motion of the probe with depth; figure 6, the
shear profile. The shear profile was then horizontal velocity; figure 7, the rotational
integrated numerically to obtain the velocity angle; figure 8,the angular velocity; and figure 9,
profile. the vertical fall rate. The "sensed" horizontal

Symbolically (in continuous form): velocity was computed by combining the velocity due
to rotation with the difference in horizontal

S- FImotion of the vehicle and the background flow:

U(z) - Jo F {
S (k) exp i(k) ] d, Usensed U(z) - u -LI .

where For this study, no attempt has been made to model
the dynamic response of the probe. There should be

F-I little disagreement between the sensed flow as
computed above and the sensed flow after applying
the probe's low pass response filter for the scales

is the inverse Fourier transform. under consideration as the probe cutoff wavenumber
is about 1 cm.

A 65536 point discrete Fourier transform was
used providing a 1 cm spacing of points. As the
aperture of the probe was about 2 cm, this was felt
to be sufficient to model the response of the
probe. For the rotational torque calculations, this BACKGROUND HORIONTAL
spacing gave about 34 points for integrating the
forces over the length of the vehicle. VEIXCITY

5. DISCUSSION

Forring rnechanisms
0

Two mechanisms should affect the motion of the

vehicle. Both produce torques on the vehicle body
wviich will cause it to oscillate as it falls
through the water column and thus induce spurious
additions to the observed transverse current field.
The first and most obvious torque Is caused by the
shear field of the background flow. This field
vll, in general, induce a torque because a varying
distribution of force will be applied to the body
along its length.

The source of the second torque is not as
S obvious. If the vehicle were to fall into a region

of constant flow, there would be a uniform force
over the whole vehicle due to the difference in the Q,

*horizontal velocity component of the vehicle and
the background flow. In most free fall vehicles,the center of gravity (mass) is below the center of -015 -0to --o0o5 oDO 0 M
projected transverse area of the vehicle and, as U (m/s)

* the moment of force is computed about the center of
gravity, a uniform force distribution will result

•in a torque, Thus, at low frequencies (and

vavenumbers), we should expect to see the angle of Figure 3. Background horizontal velocity versus
,he vehicle correlated with the background depth. The velocity was obtained by integrating the
horizontal velocity. This will not cause problems model shear field.
with induced velocities, due to the low frequency
of the motions, but will cause an error due to the
angular sensitivity of the probe (not modeled it
this study). The "sensed" velocity is plotted versus depth

in figure 10 . When titis figure is compared with
figures 3 and 8, it appears that the L 4 component

of the "sensed" velocity is nearly as important as
The differential equations were integrated the U(z) component. The scale of the plot makes it

,cing the IHS1. version of the Gear solver for stiff difficult to see the details of the vehicle motion
oordioiion differential equations (IMSL, 1982). The effects on the "sensed" velocity.
ini r dtial nuiis on .ll variables were se to

znro, ; nly the external fOicib Would affect the To determine the contributions of the vehicle
motion of the XDP vehicle, oscillations on the observed velocities and the

oti oty D ehe, fieldutime/space a cales at which effects occur, spectra
"h '.,.Iocity and shoat field used to drive the of both the "sensed" velocity and the background

pro.t- mori,, are plotted a- a totunt ion of dopth in velocity were computed. These spectra were copputed
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BACKGROUND SHEAR HORIZONTAL VELOCITY
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Figure 4. Background vertical shear field versus Figure 6. Horizontal velocity of probe versus

depth. The shear field was obtained trom the depth.

inverse Fourier transform of the Catrett, et al.
(1980) model oceanic shear spectrum.
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F i gu re I. Rotational angle versus depth. The
igure H.orizontal position of probe versus medium frequency oscillations are obscured on thedepth. scale of the plot.
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PITCH ANGULAR !5NE H-ONA

VELOCITY, 'PVEWCOFY
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Figure 8. Angular velocity versus depth. The Figure 10. "Sensed" velocity at probe versus

medium frequency oscillations, obscured by the depth. only the motion at the probe was modeled.

scale of the plot contribute signitir~antly to the The probe response was not modeled.
"sensed" velocity.

VERTICAL VELOCITY AUTOSPECTRA

0-0

-p. 10 10 ct ic
C'- I.L Wavenumnber - cpm
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Figure 11. Spectra of IJ(z) and U sesd(z) as

"CC functions of wavenumber. The spectral levels of the
Figure 9. Fall rate versus depth. The probe sensed velocities transverse to the probe at well
reaches a nearly constant fall rate of about 3 m/s reproduced for wavelengths greater than 4 In and
within 1 m of being dropped from rest. less tnaa 20 cm.
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communication, has suggested that some of the

observed peaks in the low frequency band (I - 10

cpm) may be due to slow rotations of the vehicle
coupled with precessional modes of oscillation. The

TRANSFER FUNCTION high frequency flattening of the spectrum may be

due, in part, to despooling noise associated with
the signal wire and to wake noise transmitted
through the instrument to the sensor element.

6. CONCLUSIONS

V While several observations of the XDP probe's

/ behavior that are still unaccounted for, this

I-- modeling study has shown that there may be
considerable amplification of the background shear

A field in the wavenumber band between 1 and 10 cpm.
O This is the same band where the peak in turbulent
Z

i energy dissipation is expected to occur (based on
the Nasmyth spectrum). Neglect of the probe

- response in this region will cause serious errors
in estimation of the dissipation rate. Correction

of the amplification effect is made more difficult

by the nonlinearity of the effect, the occurrence
of spectral peaks not predicted by the model and

__high frequency flattening of the spectrum. It
"  

-0 appears that further work is required before the

Wavenurber - cprn expendable dissipation profiler is ready to be used

FULE s SED 
as a routine survey tool.

VAPIABLE S U AND U-,nd

GROUP N UWBLRN I
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